
Our research on architecture and planning in the Democratic Republic of the Congo ties in with an emerging 
interdisciplinary attention for the African city. Focusing on the physical fabric and urban form of Congolese 
cities, we aim to understand how these urban centers were shaped and how they evolved over time. Particular 
attention is given to discrepancies between urban planning as a tool for projecting the future of the city and the 
effects of implemented urban policies on the ground. As such, we can unravel the agencies at work over time in 
the production of these urban spaces.

The research presented here focuses on Kinshasa, the capital city of the Democratic Republic of the Congo, 
formerly known as Léopoldville. We read its current urban landscape as a patchwork and a palimpsest. Patchwork 
because despite the development of –sometimes elaborate- urban surveys and visionary master plans, planning 
and building in colonial as well as postcolonial Kinshasa has been very much underscored by pragmatism, short 
term policies and bricolage. Palimpsest because the existing urban territory is composed of constitutive layers 
that overlap, melt into one another but sometimes are also conflictual, producing spatial ruptures as well as 
continuities over time. 

To highlight these ruptures and continuities, we focus on six urban elements that have been structuring the growth 
of Kinshasa’s urban landscape: the railroad, the monumental axes, the “zone neutre”, the Avenue Kasa Vubu, 
the cités planifiées, and Rond Point Victoire. For each of these elements, a cartography is developed, presenting 
its role in Kinshasa’s urban development from colonial to post-independence times. The work presented here is 
a fine-tuned version of research produced during a seminar held at the Department of Architecture and Urban 
Planning of Ghent University in spring 2010.
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Railroad

Already in 1898 a railroad connected Kinshasa to the harbor city of Matadi in order to bypass the unnavigable 
stretch of the Congo river, thus enabling the colonial exploitation of Congo’s many resources. The railroad also 
structured Kinshasa’s urban development, linking the urban nodes of economic interest over time: the trading 
posts along the river’s edge in the early days  the large scale industrial sites Chanic, Utexco  and the new harbor 
infrastructure that emerged in the 1 20s  the industrial uarter of imete that develop in the postwar era. 

owadays, with trains becoming rare, the tracks bear testimony of a bygone age of bustling industrial activity. 
For the millions of Kinois who cross the city on foot, they provide welcome shortcuts through the city’s urban 
fabric. 

The city of Kinshasa grew out of two colonial outposts, 
Léopoldville-Ouest      and       Léopoldville-Est, themselves     originating 
from existing African settlements. The railroad that connected 
these two centers from 1  onwards, simultaneously induced 
a spatial segregation along racial lines, marking the border 
line between the African and uropean neighborhoods.

n 1 2, because of the city’s expanding industrial and economic 
activities, the railroad track running east-west was relocated 
towards the south. The initial trajectory became the Boulevard 
Albert I. The new line served the shipyard of Chanic and the 
textile factory Utexco via the shortest and cheapest path that 
cut blatantly across the African cité, regardless of issues like 
safety, privacy and community.
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Already in 1898 a railroad connected Kinshasa to 
the harbor city of Matadi in order to bypass the 
unnavigable stretch of the Congo river, thus enabling 
the colonial exploitation of Congo’s many resources. 
The railroad also structured Kinshasa’s urban 
development, linking the urban nodes of economic 
interest over time: the trading posts along the river’s 
edge in the early days  the large scale industrial sites 

Chanic, Utexco  and the new harbor infrastructure 
that emerged in the 1 20s  the industrial uarter of 
imete that develop in the postwar era. owadays, 

with trains becoming rare, the tracks bear testimony 
of a bygone age of bustling industrial activity. For the 
millions of Kinois who cross the city on foot, they 
provide welcome shortcuts through the city’s urban 
fabric. 

Avenue Kasa-Vubu

n tune with a policy of spatial segregation along racial lines the new urban extensions planned a er 1  were 
clearly separated from the existing city by a second “zone neutre” formed by a former swamp. The Avenue Kasa 
Vubu, crossing the first African cité from the north to the south created the main connection to the post-1  city, 
thus becoming a central backbone of Kinshasa’ urban development. Dotted with infrastructures that highlight its 
strategic importance within both colonial and post-independence urban policies, this avenue also forms a “lieu 
de mémoire” of Kinshasa’s struggle for independence.

n tune with a policy of spatial segregation along racial 
lines the new urban extensions planned a er 1  
were clearly separated from the existing city by a 
second “zone neutre” formed by a former swamp. The 
Avenue Kasa Vubu, crossing the first African cité from 
the north to the south created the main connection to 
the post-1  city, thus becoming a central backbone 
of Kinshasa’ urban development. Dotted with 

infrastructures that highlight its strategic importance 
within both colonial and post-independence urban 
policies, this avenue also forms a “lieu de mémoire” 
of Kinshasa’s struggle for independence.
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1937

During the 1 0s the missionary congregation 
of cheut erected a large complex along the 
Avenue Kasa Vubu. Consisting of a church, two 
schools and a sports stadium, it embodied the 
fundamental impact of the catholic church on all 
aspects of everyday life in the Congolese cité.    

1947

n the immediate postwar years abena, el-
gium’s national airline company, intensified its 
activities in the colony. This lead to plans for ex-
tending the runway of the ’Dolo airport, a proj-
ect that, if executed, would have made the cir-
culation between the existing city and the newly 
built cités extremely troublesome for the major-
ity of Kinois.  

1957

obility between the uropean and African 
uarters of the city was strictly regulated since 

the 1 0s. A tribunal and the Bureau de la 
population noire where all Congolese inhabitants 
had to be registered, both erected on a site at 
the intersection of the Avenue Kasa Vubu and 
the 2nd  zone neutre , testify of the strategic 
importance of this  gate  to the main city 
center. 

1967

Confronted with the immense expansion of 
the urban fabric to the south, French planners 
proposed to relocate the administrative and 
commercial center of Kinshasa to the second 
“zone neutre”, where a theatre already had been 
built. Today only a few buildings, such as the 
tower of the national broadcasting company, 
testify of this megalomaniac plan for a new 
“Centre Ville”.

2010

With the construction of the Palais de Peuple the 
national parliament  and the Stade des Martyrs 
in the 1 0s, the site of the 2nd “zone neutre” 
became a locus of power. n many respects, 
however, it remained an unfinished urban 
project, with public buildings standing in a void 
and the ruin of the completely ransacked former 

edical nstitute forming a compelling testimony 
of the “pillages” that shook Kinshasa in the 
early 1 0s. t was in this rather peculiar urban 
landscape that the main ceremony of the 0th 

anniversary of Congo’s independence took place.

Monumental axes

1950

Avenue des Héros

Nationaux

n 1 2 , éopoldville Kinshasa o cially became the capital city of the elgian Congo. The two existing colonial 
outposts, Léopoldville-Est and Léopoldville-Ouest were gradually linked to one another, with 2 major axis 
structuring the expanding uropean city: the Avenue Royale now enue e  ro  nationau  along which were 
concentrated the o cial services of the colonial administration and the Avenue Albert I now Boulevard du 30 
juin , dotted with the more prestigious residential and commercial high-rise buildings. Representing respectively 
the political and economic power of colonial times, the landscape of these monumental axis testifies of both 
visionary urban dreams and failed ambitions.

During colonial times, the vistas of 
both monumental axis were formed by 
monuments, respectively an e uestrian 
statue of eopold  1 2  and a statue 
of Albert  “in tropical dress” 1 . 

xplicitly marking colonial power in urban 
space, these monuments simultaneously 
underlined the enduring influence of 
the royal dynasty on the elgian colonial 
enterprise. They were dismantled in the 
late 1 0s in the context of obutu’s policy 
of a “Recours  l’authenticité”. Today, they 
figure in a theme park-like se ng situated 
in the garden of the n ti u  e  u e  
nationau  that was created in the summer 
of 2010, at the occasion of the 0th 
anniversary of Congo’s independence.

Boulevard du 30 

juin

1940

1 0

2010

The immediate postwar years marked the 
emergence of “ e nouveau Congo”. Colonial 
propaganda celebrated the modernization 
of the colony, highlighted the introduction 
of modern architecture in the early 1 0s. 
nnovative and formally appealing projects 

proposed for both o cial and privately 
financed buildings changed Kinshasa’s urban 
landscape drastically, most in particular 
along the main boulevards of Kinshasa’s 
“ville européenne”. any designs, however, 
remained paper architecture.

At the eve of independence, the 
monumental axis representing both the 
political and economic power of the 
colony’s capital city remained unfinished 
projects. During the late 1 0s and early 
1 0s, remaining vacant spaces were filled 
in with new structures most o en designed 
by foreign architects. Along the Avenue des 

ro  nationau , these embodied the new, 
independent state, while the new skyline 
of the Boulevard du 30 juin testified to a 
proliferation of global corporate modernism 
in the capital of the then a re. 

n the a ermath of the successful 
presidential election of 200 , foreign 
investment, that had almost ceased 
completely a er obutu nationalized the 
economy in 1 , started to return to the 
Congo. ince then, Kinshasa is witnessing 
an unprecedented building boom that 
seems untouched by the recent global 
economic crisis. Along the city’s main axis, 
once again prestigious high-rise complexes 
are erected. With the construction of the 
Cité du Fleuve some investors even aim at 
mirroring the “Dubai model”.

1 tatue eopold  1 2
2 Temporary residence General Governor 1 2

 Church ainte-Anne 1 1
 tatue Albert  1
 Central tation 1
 Cultural Center 1
 Aviamar tower, design 1
 Residence General Governor 1 - 1
 inistry of Administration 1

10 Central ank 1 - 2
11 Athenée Royale 1
12 ycée acre Coeur osangani 1 2 - 2
1  Coll ge Albert oboto 1 -
1  Palace of justice 1 -

1  Residential complex e Royal’ 1
1  Residential complex for colonial agents 1
1  abena towers 1 0s
1  inistry of abour 1 0s  
1   building 1 0s
20 Residential towers 1 0s
21 an ue Commerciale du Congo 1 0s
22 Galerie Albert 1 0s
2  elgian embassy 1
2  ausoleum aurent Desiré Kabila 2001
2  xtension an ue Centrale 1 0s

2  inistry of Foreign Affairs 1 2
2  Rakeen tower under construction
2  O ACO  building 1
2  O ATRA o ces -  

0 Rakeen luxury hotel under construction

n 1 2 , éopoldville Kinshasa o cially became the 
capital city of the elgian Congo. The two existing 
colonial outposts, Léopoldville-Est and Léopoldville-
Ouest were gradually linked to one another, with 2 
major axis structuring the expanding uropean city: 
the Avenue Royale now enue e  ro  nationau ) 
along which were concentrated the o cial services 
of the colonial administration and the Avenue Albert 

I now Boulevard du 30 juin , dotted with the more 
prestigious residential and commercial high-rise 
buildings. Representing respectively the political and 
economic power of colonial times, the landscape of 
these monumental axis testifies of both visionary 
urban dreams and failed ambitions.
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n tune with common practices of colonial planning 
in ub- aharan Africa, elgian urbanists advocated 
for the introduction in Congolese cities of a clearly 
delineated no-man’s land or “zone neutre” between 
the uropean city and the African neighborhoods from 
the 1 0s onwards. n Kinshasa, the implementation 
of such a segregation always remained partial and 
incomplete, however. Furthermore, the central 

market was located within this “zone neutre”, turning 
it into a site of encounter. The important role of Greek 
and Portuguese traders that formed an intermediate 
group in colonial society, further blurred racial 
boundaries in this particular town area. Despite the 
immense urban expansion to the south and the east, 
the central market remains the economic heart of 
the city.

n tune with common practices of colonial planning in ub- aharan Africa, elgian urbanists advocated for the 
introduction in Congolese cities of a clearly delineated no-man’s land or “zone neutre” between the uropean city 
and the African neighborhoods from the 1 0s onwards. n Kinshasa, the implementation of such a segregation 
always remained partial and incomplete, however. Furthermore, the central market was located within this “zone 
neutre”, turning it into a site of encounter. The important role of Greek and Portuguese traders that formed an 
intermediate group in colonial society, further blurred racial boundaries in this particular town area. Despite the 
immense urban expansion to the south and the east, the central market remains the economic heart of the city.

The market permits the lacks to enter the 
uropean city, it brings the uropeans an en-

vironment of mos uitoes. One needs to es-
tablish a clear distinction between the indig-
enous market and the uropean market, or 
else simply replace that market.’

- A EUROPEAN COMPLAINING, 1928 

o let’s create, between the commercial 
city and the indigenous city, a zone of 00 
meters wide  where neither Whites nor 

lacks will ever be allowed to live.’

- RENÉ SCHOENTJES, 1932 

The central market is one of the rare places 
where the two communities White and lack  
don’t only pass by each other but really have 
the chance to encounter one another.’  

- GEORGE NGAL, 2007

The ideal “zone neutre” has to establish a 
band of separation of at least 00 meters 

wide.’

 - GEORGES RICQUIER, 1949

eymans’ plan gives the impression of a more 
rational utilization of the actual situation of land 
ownership and the predictable contingencies in 
the following decades.’ 

- URBAN COMMITTEE, 1949

The projects of r. Ric uier  testify of a 
very deep ignorance of the realities of the 

colonial life.’
 

- MAURICE HEYMANS, 1949 

One has to envision all the possibilities and 
excite all the potentialities in the city, draw-
ing from the best possible part of which 
already exists in the city ... , notably in 
terms of infrastructure and available ter-
rains: the existence of vast empty spaces 
between the different uarters, the exis-
tence of a whole local economic activity ’

- MISSION FRANçAISE D’URBANISME, 1967

The architects’ and engineers’ error has 
been to have too much faith in their laws and 
regulations, and not enough in the Kinois 
behavior. ut did they even know that there 
were Kinois, people very different from “les 
Parisiens”, in the city for which they elaborated 
their plans ’

- RENÉ DE MAXIMY, 1984
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“Zone neutre” an

The immediate postwar years witnessed a rapid growth of Kinshasa’s urban population. n 1 2 the O ce des 
Cités Africaines OCA  was founded to counter the emergence of bidonvilles. t proceeded mainly by creating new 
satellite cities “cités planifiées”  that were based on the concept of the neighborhood unit and were designed 
along the principles of modernist architecture. They provided not only houses for Congolese but also collective 
services such as schools, dispensaries, or social foyers. Today these satellite cities have become immersed in the 
expanding urban “informal” fabric, while their infrastructure and spaces have been completely appropriated by 
their inhabitants.

N’djili / blurring boundaries

emba, atete, ’djili  urban growth

planned 1 0 1 0 2010

10 inhabitants
public facilities

1

street       0

garden

atete  patterns of appropriation The housing policy of OCA consisted in transposing a western-based 
model of the single family dwelling to a Congolese context. Already 
criti ued in the late 1 0s, not surprisingly the maisons-type  of  OCA  
have been transformed to respond to different domestic practices. 

imilarly, the public spaces of the neighborhood have been appropriated 
and privatized, creating an urban landscape that testifies both of 
Kinshasa’s vibrant urban life and of the challenging everyday reality 
lived by the majority of the Kinois.

The immediate postwar years witnessed a rapid growth 
of Kinshasa’s urban population. n 1 2 the O ce 
des Cités Africaines OCA  was founded to counter 
the emergence of bidonvilles. t proceeded mainly by 
creating new satellite cities “cités planifiées”  that 
were based on the concept of the neighborhood unit 
and were designed along the principles of modernist 
architecture. They provided not only houses for 

Congolese but also collective services such as schools, 
dispensaries, or social foyers. Today these satellite 
cities have become immersed in the expanding 
urban “informal” fabric, while their infrastructure 
and spaces have been completely appropriated by 
their inhabitants.

Rond Point Victoire

Known o cially as the la e e  arti e , this crossroads of the Avenue Kasa Vubu and the enue e la i oire 
forms a crucial node in the mobility network of Kinshasa. During the day one is confronted with the bustling 
tra c ranging the complete spectrum from dilapidated minibuses and taxis to the most recent models of four 
wheel drives, with huge flows of pedestrians making their way. At night, Kinshasa’s vibrant nightlife takes over, 
even if Rond Point Victoire has lost in recent years its status of one of the hotspots in the atonge neighborhood. 

mbodying the essence of the “ville flux” that is Kinshasa, in a recent tourist guide on the Congo, the on  oin  
i oire still is defined as “a must see”. 

Known o cially as the la e e  arti e , this 
crossroads of the Avenue Kasa Vubu and the Avenue 

e la i oire forms a crucial node in the mobility 
network of Kinshasa. During the day one is confronted 
with the bustling tra c ranging the complete 
spectrum from dilapidated minibuses and taxis to 
the most recent models of four wheel drives, with 
huge flows of pedestrians making their way. At night, 

Kinshasa’s vibrant nightlife takes over, even if Rond 
Point Victoire has lost in recent years its status of 
one of the hotspots in the atonge neighborhood. 

mbodying the essence of the “ville flux” that is 
Kinshasa, in a recent tourist guide on the Congo, the 

on  oin  i oire still is defined as “a must see”. 
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    CAMP KAUKA formerly known 
as the Cité icolas Cito, this 
neighborhood was constructed 
in the immediate postwar years 
by the O ce des Transports du 
Congo OTRACO, today O ATRA  
to house its laborers. t provided 
a variety of housing types as well 
as a series of collective services: 
school, market, dispensary, social 
foyer, etc. 
 STADE TATA RAPHAËL this 
sports stadium with a capacity 
of over 0.000 people was 

 MAISON DES ANCIENS 
COMBATTANTS inaugurated in 
1 2, this building served as a 
center for former soldiers, both 
Congolese and uropeans, who 
had served in the World Wars. 
ts patio allowed for organizing 

theater and movie projections 
in open air. While few activities 
take place here today, it remains 
a meeting place where social 
work is conducted.
  LA CRÈCHE one of Kinshasa’s 
legendary bars is renowned for 
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n 1 0, a monument entitled 
ain  rti e  was erected 

in the center of the s uare in 
honor of the creativity of artists 
who have “immortalized the 
profound values of the Congolese 
people”. The monument consist 

Kinshasa forms an international 
gateway with  regular direct 
flights to russels, Paris and 
some major African cities while 
others, such as Dakar enegal , 
can only be reached via airobi or 
ohannesburg. ew destinations 

such as Dubai and Guangzhou 
are gaining in importance given 

a changing economic context. An 
economic logic also underscores 
mobility at the local level, the cost 
of taxi-busses being excessive for 
the majority of the Kinois. Driving 
the streets of Kinshasa remains a 
challenge given the completely 
run down road infrastructure 
and gigantic tra c jams.

constructed between 1  and 
1 2 by the missionary father 
Rapha l de la Kéthulle. t was 
here that important festivities 
took place during the visit of King 

audouin to the Congo in 1 , 
but it was also the site of the 
1  legendary boxing contest 
between uhammed Ali and 
George Foreman.
   MARCHÉ GAMBELA at the time 
of its construction in 1 1, this 
was the second most important 
market in the city of Kinshasa.

the live performances of local 
musicians. Concerts take place 
on the roof terrace of this former 
hotel that offers a panoramic 
overview over this part of the 
city.
 YMCA The former seat of the 
oung en’s Christian Association 

is intrinsically linked with the 
date of anuary th, 1 . For it 
was here that started the bloody 
riots that shook Kinshasa and 
would lead to a hasty process of 
Congo’s decolonization.

On une th, 2002, a huge painted 
canvas atonge – xelles’ by the 
Congolese painter Cheri amba, 
was installed on a building along 
the Chaussée d’ xelles, at the 
entrance of the atonge uarter 
of russels. The painting evokes 
the presence of the Congolese 
diaspora in elgium and embodies 
the mental link with atonge in 
Kinshasa. ts situation, nearby 
the prestigious commercial area 
along the Avenue ouise, recalls 
the particular status of the first 
Congolese diaspora consisting of 
the elite of the new, independent 
state. The 1 0s and 0s 
witnessed the arrival of other 
social groups, lured to elgium as 
“the wonderland of modernity” 

of a pair of hands, mounted on 
a stele, the four sides of which 
bear bronze pla ues with names 
of Congolese musicians, writers, 
painters, etc. This wide array of 
artists underlines the status of 

on  oin  i oire as an artistic 
“lieu flux”. Designed by the 
sculptor iyolo imbe puanga, 
author of some of the most 
striking monuments in Kinshasa’s 
public spaces, it coincided with 
the change in name of the s uare 
itself. On o cial maps, it is now 
indicated as la e e  rti e . 
et, in common parlance it still 

is referred to as on  oin  
i oire. As a conse uence, 

many foreigners o en confuse 
the monument by iyolo with 
the onu en  e la i oire, 
located on the oule ar  e 
Lumumba in imite, the latter 
being dedicated to the martyrs 
of colonial repression.
The monument was erected first 
and foremost to commemorate 
uambo Franco 1 -1 . 

Franco, who was nicknamed 
the “ orcerer of the Guitar” for 
his seemingly effortlessly fluid 
playing, was the founder of the 
seminal group  OK azz and one 
of the pioniers of the Congolese 
rumba. ot an artist in the strict 
sense of the word, the cardinal 

alula whose name also figures 
on the monument, embodies 
the important role of the church 
in Congolese intellectual life.

VILLE FLUX
With the presence of constant 
flows of people, goods and 
money crossing its space, 

on  oin  i oire forms an 
emblematic site to understand 
Kinshasa’s status as a “ville flux”, 
a city that ties in with both local 
and global networks. Forming a 
major node in the complicated 
mobility network of Kinshasa that 
functions 2 , it exemplifies the 
“informal” ways in which cars 
and taxi-busses, as well as huge 

only to discover this to be a fata 
morgana. igrating to atonge-
xelles more o en than not lead 

to economic hardship, creating 
situations that forced the local 
municipalities to install at times a 
zero-tolerance policy. The current 
perception of atonge- xelles 
thus changed over the years. o 
longer a preferred destination 
for Congolese who move to 
other localities as Paris, ondon 
or even ontréal Canada , that 
offer more opportunities, for 
many elgians atonge- xelles 
remains a “lieu de mémoire” of 

elgian colonialism. t has even 
become a site of a peculiar kind 
of tourism for those who seek to 
“multicultural” experience.

flows of pedestrians circulate 
and appropriate urban space.
Publicity panels and logo’s 
inscribed on the walls testify of the 
major impact of multinationals 

hell, Coca Cola, Western Union, 
okia, ain,  on the economy of 

Congo’s capital city and highlight 
international flows of money, 
but the s uare is also occupied 
by more informal activities of 
trade and commerce occurring 
without necessarily re uiring a 

physical infrastructure.
ite par excellence of Kinshasa’s 

reputed nightlife, it houses 
some of the most legendary 
bars and nightclubs of the city, 
where Congolese musicians of 
international renown come to 
play. t is here that ye oka’s 
characterization of Kinshasa as a 
“ville spectacle” becomes most 
apparent. On on  oin  i oire 
one comes to have a drink, meet 

friends,  do business, pick up 
a e e li re or just pass by 
on his her way to home a er 
the daily struggle for life. ut 
whatever activity one is involved 
in, crossing on  oin  i oire 
is a matter of seeing and being 
seen. ere one constantly needs 
to negotiate one’s presence 
in space, not in the least with 
members of the omnipresent 
local police force. 

Rond Point Victoire is situated 
on the Avenue Kasa-Vubu that 
forms the border between 
the municipalities of Kasa-
Vubu and Kalamu. Constructed 
during the immediate postwar 
years, the architecture and 
urbanism of these i  formed 
a major rupture with the existing 
settlements such as olo. ong 
before the area became reputed 
for its bars, music and nightclubs, 
the forest of Kalamu, was a site of 
encounter where e e  li re  
were active.
During the 1 0s, the i  of 
Kasa-Vubu and Kalamu became 
notorious as sites of Congolese 
emancipation. Figures like 
oseph Kasa-Vubu, oseph léo 

and oseph galua deployed 
their activities there, giving voice 
to the growing African dissent 
with colonial affairs.
On anuary th, 1 , a cancelled 
political meeting of the Abako 
in the seat of the CA sparked 
bloody riots that were to shake 
the capital city of the elgian 
Congo for days and lead to the 
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decolonization of the Congo on 
une 0th, 1 0.

Under obutu’s reign, the 
atonge area gained a legendary 

status as the hotspot of Kinshasa’s 
vibrant nightlife. till active 
musicians such as Papa Wemba 
and Kofi Olomide started their 
carreers here.
n 1 0, on  oin  i oire was 

renamed la e rti e  and the 
monument “ ains d’Artistes” 
was erected.
On February 1 th, 1 2, the 

glise t oseph formed the 
starting point for the “marche 
des chrétiens” which claimed a 
change of the political regime 
and ended in bloodshed.
The Kimbangist Church creates 
its first university in the atonge 

uarter in 1 .
The exhibition ru elle

a on e, with photographs 
of ean-Domini ue urton is 
installed on Rond Point Victoire 
in une 2010 at the occasion of 
the 0th anniversary of Congo’s 
independence.
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